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Name & Parish Birth Ordn. Death
Fr. Kadavil Kochu Mathew, Oraslem 1892 1924 1-5-1944
Fr. Kolenchery George, Kottamam 1888 1916 1-5-1971
Fr. Kodian George, Chendamangalam 1905 1936 2-5-1980
Fr. Xavier Kareethara, Udayanapuram 1937 1964 2-5-2019
Fr. Puthenangady Issac, Vaikom 1883 1911 3-5-1967
Fr. Malamel Sebastian, Edappally 1902 1933 3-5-1971
Fr. Thaliath Jose Paul, Ernakulam 1932 1960 3-5-2018
Fr. Koluvan Paul, Moozhikulam 1952 1978 6-5-2005
Fr. Kanat Paulose TOCD, Konthuruthy 1838 1861 6-5-1891
Fr. Thaliath Thomas, Puthenpally 1888 1918 7-5-1977
Fr. Airookkaran Sebastian, Karukutty 1903 1934 7-5-1987
Fr. Chathaparambil Varghese, Kunnumpuram 1910 1939 9-5-1993
Msgr. Fr. Valliarumpeth Geroge, Vaikom 1889 1916 11-5-1970
Fr. Vadassery Augusthy, Palluruthy 1883 1913 12-5-1951
Fr. Mekkunnel Mathai, Nakapuzha 1823 1873 14-5-1912
Fr. Kanianthara Varghese, Vaikom 1907 1936 15-5-1983
Msgr. Puduchery Varghese, Edad 1897 1928 16-5-1980
Fr. Nettikadan Joseph, Meloor 1933 1959 16-5-2001
Fr. Ambalathinkal Joseph, Thundathumkadavu 1952 1981 19-5-2015
Fr. Francis Parappuram, Amballoor 1947 1975 20-5-2019
Fr. Manavalan Paul, Elavoor 1952 1978 21-5-2002
Fr. Pallipparambil James, Ullala 1943 1971 21-5-2016
Fr. Thekkinedath Joseph, Parur 1936 1962 22-5-1990
Fr. Kariyatty Jacob, Alangad 1936 1963 22-5-2009
Fr. Kuncharath Joseph, Keecheri 1946 1973 22-5-2018
Fr. Chiramel Anthony, Meloor 1883 1913 23-5-1965
Fr. Manjooran Antony, Chakkarakadavu 1894 1922 24-5-1973
Fr. Manikath Joseph, Perumanoor 1935 1961 25-5-2008
Fr. Vattamkandathil Mathai, Thalayolaparambu 27-5-1936
Fr. Puthenpurackal Sebastian, Vellarappilly 1943 1969 27-5-1994
Fr. Inchiparambil Joseph, Thanipuzha 1927 1952 27-5-1998
Fr. Nereveettil Cheriyan, Edappally 1971 1997 27-5-2021
Fr. Parappurath Gheevarghese TOCD, Amballoor 1835 1859 28-5-1908
Fr. Kunnumpuram George, Muttom 1931 1957 29-5-1993
Fr. Kariyatty Paul, Alangad 1940 1967 29-5-2011
Fr. Manjaly Jose, Malayattoor 1940 1964 31-5-1991
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Ref: 3684/K-5/KCBC/OL/DS 31-03-2022
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encounter listen
discernment
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communion
participation mission
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E N G A G E M E N T S

Archbishop Antony Kariyil
Vicar of the Major Archbishop

MAY 2022

1 am Nadel Programme
pm Ambunadu Golden Jubilee Celebrations Meeting

2 pm Kalady Vestition, Preshitharam Generalate

3 am Vaikom Church Re-Consecration

4 am Meloor Ordination of Dn. Jeril Kurisinkal

8 am Madackal Church Re-Consecration

12 am Kodussery Jesus Youth Zonal Conference

13 pm Thrikkakara S.H. Seminary, Minor Orders

14 am Kalanassery CMI Provincialate - Jubilee Celebrations

15 am Chathamma Chapel blessing

16 pm Konthuruthy Inaguration of 2nd Centenary Celebrations

19 am Keezhmadu Vestition, Dorothean Convent

21 am Pothy Sevagram - Jubilee Celebration

22 am Thrikkakara KCYM Meeting (at Naipunnya School)

22 am Choondy, Law College - National Meeting of Arbitration

26 am Nadel Church Re-Consecration

28 pm Kaloor Catechism Inaguration

28 pm Maradu Holy Mass, Inaguration of  Fr. Cherian
Nereveettil Memorial Award

29 am Kaloor Renewal Centre St. Paul’s Charitable Trust Anniversary

* * * * *
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MSFS

MSFS

Binated and Trinated 

PWF
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Batch 1  (June  5 - 10)
Rev. Fr. Tom Pannalakunnel

MSFS

1. Alukkal Varghese
2. Appadan Antony (Akhil)
3. Attummel Michael
4. Bharanikulangara Kurian
5. Chakiath Kuriakose (Joy)
6. Channappallil Sebastian
7. Cheraparambil Varghese
8. Chethimattam Abraham (Ginu)
9. Chittinappilly Paul
10. Cholikkara Jose
11. Chully Paul
12. Edassery Varghese (Baiju) (Jr.)

13. Inchakkal Celestine
14. Kaiprampadan Paul (Sr.)
15. Kakkattu Johnson Jose
16. Kakkattuchira Thomas (Jimmy)
17. Kallarackal Sebastian (Jijo)
18. Kandathil Thomas (Tomy)
19. Kanjirathinkal Sebastian (Sebin)
20. Kannambilly Joseph (Sanjo)
21. Kannampuzha Joseph (Reju)
22. Kannampuzha Varghese (Santo)
23. Kannattu John (Jibin)
24. Karachira Jose
25. Karukanthara Thomas (Julius)
26. Kattakkakathoottu Antony (Bony)
27. Kattezhath Alex
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28. Kavalippadan Varkey (Jithin)
29. Kiliyelikkudy Paul (Anil)
30. Kilukkan Mathew (Manjul)
31. Kiriyanthan Joseph (Sijo)
32. Kodiyan Joseph
33. Kolenchery Joy
34. Koluthuvally Raphael (Jaison)
35. Konuparamban Sebastian
36. Kottakkal Paul (Jr.)
37. Kozhuvallil Varkey (Sanju)
38. Kureeckal Joseph
39. Madan Jose
40. Madassery Paul (Jr.)
41. Madassery Paul (Sr.)
42. Madathil Joseph (Christy)
43. Maliakal Varkey (Athul)
44. Manavalan Paul (K)
45. Manayampilly Paul
46. Manikathan Sebastian
47. Mazhuvanchery Thomas
48. Melappelly Joseph (Marshel)
49. Moonjely George
50. Moonjely Varghese (Sr.)
51. Mulavarickal Joseph (Nelbin)
52. Naduvathusery Antony
53. Nariculam Antony Msgr.
54. Nellikunnath Zacharias
55. Odanattu Raphael (Amal)
56. Ozhalakat Jose
57. Padayattil Peter (Sajo)
58. Padinjarepallattil Joseph
59. Painumkal Jose
60. Palatty Joseph (Jr.) (Bijoy)
61. Palatty Stephen (Benny)
62. Palatty Varghese (Jr.)
63. Pallickal Jacob
64. Pallippattu Paul (Nikhil)
65. Parappuram Jose
66. Parecattil Paul (Shiju)
67. Parecattil Thomas
68. Perepadan Thomas

69. Perumayan Antony Msgr
70. Ponthempilly Varghese (Baiju)
71. Poochakat Thomas (Jimmy)
72. Poothavelil Antony
73. Pottoly Sebastian
74. Pulickal Varghese
75. Punnakkal Sebastian (Rajan)
76. Puthenpurackal Varghese (Sherin)
77. Puthussery Joseph (Joshy)
78. Puthuva John
79. Thachil Mathew
80. Thekkanath Paul (Biju)
81. Thekkinen Joseph
82. Thelakkat Paul
83. Thelekatt George (Aneesh)
84. Thiruthanathil Peter
85. Thottiyil James
86. Uppani Jose
87. Vadakkan Joseph (Jose)
88. Vadakkumchery Paul (Lijoy)
89. Vallooran Johnson
90. Vattakkara James (Jomish)
91. Vattoly Joseph
92. Vazhappilly Thomas (Robin)
93. Vellattuparambil Varghese (Praveen)

Batch 2  (June  12 - 17)
Rev. Fr. Mathew Illathuparambil

1. Arackal Varghese
2. Athappilly George
3. Avallil Xavier
4. Bharanikulangara Paul (Jino)
5. Chalissery Anto
6. Chathely Jose
7. Cheerakathil Thomas (Sinto)
8. Chenginiyadan Varghese (Jijo)
9. Cherpanath Shanly
10. Chirackal Manavalan Joseph (Jiril)
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11. Chirackal Xavier (Abin)
12. Edassery Antony (Akhil)
13. Edassery Jose
14. Edassery Joseph (Ebey)
15. Edassery Varghese (Sr.)
16. Eravimangalam Antony (Sunny)
17. Kachappally Paul
18. Kachappilly Jacob (Vince)
19. Kaiprampatt Joseph (Jomon)
20. Kaithottungal Paul (Paulachan)
21. Kalapparambath Thomas (Joshy)
22. Kalappurackal Sebastian
23. Kalathiparambil Kuriakose (Juby)
24. Kallely Augustine
25. Kallookaran Thomas
26. Kaniamparambil Joseph
27. Kannaparamban Joseph (Saji)
28. Kariyil Thomas
29. Karumathy Joseph
30. Kattayil Mathew (Denny)
31. Kattuparambil Antony (Linto)
32. Kidangan Kuriakose (Subin)
33. Kiliyelkudy Paul (Anil) (Sr.)
34. Kilukkan Thomas (Binto)
35. Kolenchery Paul
36. Kollamkudy Rocky
37. Koluthuvellil Joseph
38. Koroth Jacob
39. Kottakkal Paul (Sr.)
40. Kozhikkadan Varghese
41. Kumpail Vakkachan (Varghese)
42. Kunnathoor Lukose
43. Kunnekkadan Paul (Stenny)
44. Kurickavelichira Antony (Jithu)
45. Maliyekkal Antony (Tony)
46. Manavalan Joseph
47. Manavalan Tharian (Praveen)
48. Mangatt Thomas (Binu)
49. Manikath Varghese
50. Manikathan Devassy
51. Maniparambil Nichlavos

52. Mankuriyil Antony
53. Marottikudy Hormis (Shaju)
54. Meledath Paul (Jaison)
55. Mulavarickal Ouseph (Nikhil)
56. Mullanchira Tom
57. Mundadan Kuriakose
58. Mynatty Hormis
59. Nangelimalil Rojan
60. Nariculam Thomas
61. Nellissery George
62. Njaliath Tharian
63. Oliapurath Abraham (Jijiachan)
64. Padayattil George (Varkey)
65. Painumkal Issac Damian
66. Painumkal Varghese
67. Palachuvattil Cyril (Jence)
68. Palamoottil George (Pradeesh)
69. Palatty Sebastian
70. Pallipatt Joseph (Jinu)
71. Pallupetta Simon
72. Parackal Antony (Subin)
73. Parecattil Paul (Sifil)
74. Payyappilly Thomas
75. Pereppadan Paulson
76. Perumayan Varghese (Biju)
77. Pozholiparambil Jacob (Jeff)
78. Punnackal Paul (Pinto)
79. Punnakkal Varghese
80. Puthenpurakal Shajan
81. Puthussery Jacob (Joyson) (Jr.)
82. Puthuva Joshy (Antony)
83. Thaiparambil Varghese (Assin)
84. Tharayil Thomas
85. Thekkinezhath Varghese (Renson)
86. Thelakkat Xavier (Sr.)
87. Thengathara Kuriakose
88. Thottakkara Hormis
89. Thottiyil Varghese  (Lal)
90. Thuruthikkara James
91. Urakkadan Sebastian
92. Vadakkumchery Johnson
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93. Vadakkumpadan Sebastian (Jr.2)
94. Valookkaran Thomas
95. Vattaparambil Antony (Sinoy)
96. Vazhakkala Antony
97. Vezhaparambil Joshy

Batch 3  (June  19 - 24)
Rev. Fr. Jose Parappillil MSFS

1. Ainiyadan Joy
2. Alakkadan Peter
3. Ambalathingal Varghese
4. Arampilly Paul (Jismon)
5. Bharanikulangara Augustine
6. Chakiath Elias (Biju)
7. Cheranthuruthy Anto
8. Chirackal Joseph (Joshy)
9. Edassery Antony (Ebin)
10. Edassery Mathew
11. Elavumkudy Johnson
12. Eravimangalam Kuriakose (Jimmy)
13. Kachappilly Dominic
14. Kachirackal Mathew (Martin)
15. Kaiprampadan Justin (Paul)
16. Kaiprampatt Sebastian
17. Kalapparambath Varghese
18. Kallarackal Joseph (Joy)
19. Kandathil Joseph (Biju)
20. Kanjirakattukari Peter (Saneesh)
21. Kannampilly Varghese (Baiju)
22. Kannampuzha Joy
23. Kannampuzha Peter
24. Kannatt Thomas
25. Karedan Paul
26. Kareemadom Alex
27. Karthanam Mathew (Jimmichan)
28. Kattakayam Kurian
29. Katteth George
30. Kavalipadan Francis

31. Kidangen Abraham
32. Kilukkan Chacko (Nithin)
33. Kizhakkettam Sebastian
34. Konattukuzhy Mathew
35. Koovely Johnson
36. Kottakkal Antony (Tony)
37. Kottakkal Tom
38. Kottoor Jose (Freddy)
39. Kozhuvallil Jacob
40. Kunnathoor James (Jimmy)
41. Kurisunkal Kurian
42. Madan Paul
43. Madappadan Varghese (Geo)
44. Madassery Sebastian
45. Madathumpady Antony
46. Madavana Davis
47. Maippan Thomas (Ancil)
48. Manavalan Varghese
49. Manickathan Joseph (Tony)
50. Manikathan George
51. Mazhuvanchery Antony
52. Menachery Varghese (Akhil)
53. Moonjely Joseph (Shanu)
54. Moonjely Paul
55. Mulavarickal Joseph (Don)
56. Mulavarickal Varghese (Bibin)
57. Naduparambil Mathew (Anson)
58. Nangelimalil Thomas
59. Nazhiyampara Sebastian
60. Nellissery Sebastian
61. Nereveettil George
62. Oliapurath Jose
63. Padayattil Paul (Sr.)
64. Painumkal John
65. Palathinkal Martin (Jerin)
66. Paliakkara Joseph (Jomon)
67. Pallippattu Joseph (Jith)
68. Parambathara Vincent
69. Parecattil Joseph
70. Parevely Antony
71. Perepadan James
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72. Plackal Joseph (Biju)
73. Pollechira John
74. Poonoly Sebastian (Bineesh)
75. Pottackal Varghese (Joshy)
76. Puthussery Thomas (K)
77. Sankoorikal Joseph (Jomon)
78. Thalian Sebastian
79. Theckanath Sebastian
80. Thekkinedath Joseph (Petson)
81. Thelakkat Jose
82. Thettayil Jacob (Jeslin)
83. Thottakkara Jose
84. Thuruthikkara Gregorious (Jiju)
85. Vadakkumchery Joseph (Baiju)
86. Vaikathuparambil Thomas
87. Vallayil Jose
88. Vanissery Mathew
89. Varikkattupadam Mathew (Vinil)
90. Vattoly Augustine
91. Vellarackal Paul
92. Vithayathil Thomas

Batch 4  (July  03 - 08)
Bishop James Anaparambil

1. Ainiyadan John
2. Ambooken Paul (Jeny)
3. Arickal Francis
4. Athappilly Paul
5. Chanikuzhy Jacob
6. Cherikathadam Jacob
7. Cherupilly Paul (Shaju)
8. Chillackal Thomas
9. Chittilappilly Joseph (Melvin)
10. Enchakattumannil Mathew (Jessab)
11. Kachappilly George
12. Kadalikkattil Paul (Disto)
13. Kaithakottil Joyce
14. Kalappurackal George (Sunny)

15. Kalappurackal Kuriakose
16. Kalapurackal Joseph (Abin)
17. Kalathil Joseph (Babu)
18. Kallookadan Michael (Bagio)
19. Kallookaran Antony (Tony)
20. Kallookaran Paul
21. Kallungal Martin
22. Kallungal Sebastian (Sen)
23. Kanamkudam George
24. Kanjirakattukari Paul
25. Karachira Paul
26. Kattakkakathoot Paul
27. Kiriyanthan Joe Paul
28. Kodackal Berchmans
29. Kodiyan Paul Raj
30. Koikkara Peter (Shabu)
31. Koottunkal Sebastian
32. Koren Kuriakose (Saju)
33. Kunnel Joseph (Vinu)
34. Madavanakad Joseph (Jomon)
35. Maipan Jose
36. Makkothakkatt Jose
37. Maliekal Thomas
38. Malpan Rocky (Suresh)
39. Mampilly Varghese (Sabu)
40. Manavalan Mathew
41. Manayampilly Sebastian (Sibin)
42. Mandanath Jose
43. Mangalassery Thomas
44. Manjaly Jacob
45. Manjaly Sebastian (Sony)
46. Maramparambil Joseph (Benny)
47. Marottikkal Kuruvila
48. Marottikudy Jacob
49. Mekkanthuruthil Alex
50. Moothedan Antony (Ajo)
51. Mundadan Tharian
52. Mynattiparambil Varghese (Rijo)
53. Nangelimalil Joseph
54. Njavarakkattu Augustine (Jithin)
55. Padayatty Antony (Nikhil)
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56. Padickaparambil Varghese (Savy)
57. Palackappilly Jacob
58. Palathingal Jose
59. Palatty Varghese (Sr.)
60. Palatty Varghese (V)
61. Panatt Xavier (Binoy)
62. Panavelil James
63. Paravara Antony
64. Parecattil Sebastian (Benny)
65. Parecattil Varghese (Albin)
66. Payyappilly Ignatius
67. Perumayan Mathew
68. Perumayan Thomas (Joy)
69. Plackal Joy
70. Pollayil Jose
71. Poochakat Abraham
72. Poothavelithara Varghese
73. Punchapudussery Basil
74. Punnakkal George (Baby)
75. Puthenparambil George (Siby)
76. Puthiaparambil Antony
77. Puthiyedath Jose
78. Puthussery Jacob
79. Puthussery Joseph (M)
80. Puthussery Joseph (Sanu)
81. Thamaravely Joseph
82. Theckanath John
83. Thekken John
84. Thenayan Paul
85. Thengathara Jose
86. Therully Thomas (Arun)
87. Thettayil Antony (John Paul)
88. Thettayil George (Charles)
89. Thottungal Jetto
90. Thottupuram John
91. Thyparambil Antony (John)
92. Uthuppan Antony (Shinu)
93. Vadakkumpadan Sebastian Msgr.
94. Valiaveettil Varghese (Arun)
95. Veliyil Antony (Riju)
96. Vithayathil George

Edakkunnu Priests’ Home
(Sept. 4 - 9)

1. Ainiyadan Sebastian
2. Alukkal James
3. Chakian Paul
4. Chakiath Joseph
5. Chirapanath Antony
6. Elavumkudy Antony
7. Kandathil Stephen
8. Kattakkakathoot Varghese
9. Kavalakkatt Paul
10. Kidangen Xavier
11. Kodiyan Thomas
12. Koottunkal Job
13. Kozhikkadan Joseph
14. Mangalath Mathew
15. Nalpat Jose
16. Nellissery Jose Paul
17. Njaliath Varghese Msgr.
18. Palatty Joseph (Sr.)
19. Payyappilly George
20. Puduchery Thomas (P)
21. Pulickalan George
22. Punnassery Antony Msgr.
23. Puthenkudy Joseph
24. Pynadath Thomas
25. Thachil Joseph (Jr.)
26. Thenayan Augustine
27. Thottappilly Sebastian
28. Thottungal Sebastian
29. Urakkadan Antony
30. Valookkaran Mathew
31. Vazhappilly Sebastian

* * * * *
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With Jesus, a new different life is always possible:
Pope at Mass in Malta

With Jesus Christ, a new and different life is always possible. Pope Francis
stressed this in Malta during his Mass for the nation’s faithful in the city
of Floriana on 3 April 2022.

The Holy Father is visiting the Mediterranean island nation, marking his
36th Apostolic Visit abroad.
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In the homily, the Holy Father recalled the day’s Gospel according to St.
John about the woman caught in adultery, and highlighted the Scribes
and Pharisees thought they already knew everything and did not need the
teaching of Jesus.  

The woman’s accusers, the Pope said, disregard their own faults, yet are
very concerned with those of others. Appearing righteous and religious,
the Pope said, they wish to condemn and test Jesus “under the cloak of
their reputation as devout and religious men.”

The Holy Father warned against hypocrisy and the urge to point the finger
at others. ”Once we open our hearts to Him in truth, He can work wonders
in us.” The Pope called on faithful to pay attention to how they treat
others, “whether we do this with a look of mercy, as Jesus shows us
today, or with a look of judgment, even contempt, like the accusers.”

To understand whether we are true disciples of the Master or not, the
Pope said, we need to think about how we view ourselves. The woman’s
accusers were convinced they had nothing to learn. Their outward
appearance was “impeccable,” Francis admitted, but “they lacked the
truth of the heart.”

For Jesus, the Pope said, what really counts is openness and docility, and
that one recognizes their need for salvation.  ”It is good for us, whenever
we pray, but also whenever we participate in lovely religious services,”
the Pope suggested, “to ask ourselves if we are truly attuned to the Lord.
 We can ask Him straightaway, ̀ Jesus, here I am with you, but what is it
that you want from me?  What is in my heart, in my life, that you want
me to change?  How do you want me to regard others?”  

Praying like that, the Holy Father said, will do us good, “because the
Master is not content with appearances; He seeks the truth of the heart.”  
“Once we open our hearts to Him in truth, He can work wonders in us.”
Even if the situation of the woman caught in adultery seemed hopeless,
Jesus opened up before her a new and unexpected horizon. He does not
condemn her and restores her hope.

God, the Pope said, always leaves room for second chance. He can always
find paths that lead to liberation and salvation.
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POPE FRANCIS’ HOMILY FOR THE

HOLY CHRISM MASS, 14 April 2022

In the reading from the Prophet Isaiah that we have heard, the
Lord makes a promise full of hope, one that concerns us at first
hand: “You shall be called priests of the Lord; they shall speak of
you as the ministers of our God… I will faithfully give them their
recompense, and I will make an everlasting covenant with them”
(61:6.8). Being priests, dear brothers, is a grace, a very great grace,
yet it is not primarily a grace for us, but for our people. The fact
that the Lord chooses, from among his flock, some who devote
themselves exclusively to the care of his flock as fathers and
shepherds is a great gift for our people. The Lord himself pays the
priest’s salary: “I will faithfully give them their recompense” (Is
61:8). And, as we all know, he is a good paymaster, even if he has
his own particular way of doing things, like paying the last ones
before first ones: this is his way.

The reading from the Book of Revelation tells us what the Lord’s
recompense is. It is his love and the unconditional forgiveness of
our sins at the price of his blood shed on the Cross: “He loves us
and has freed us from our sins by his blood and made us a kingdom,
priests to his God and Father” (1:5-6). There is no recompense
greater than friendship with Jesus, do not forget this. There is no
peace greater than his forgiveness, and we all know that. There is
no greater price than his precious Blood, and we must not allow it
to be devalued by unworthy conduct.

If we think about it, dear brother priests, the Lord is inviting us to
be faithful to him, to be faithful to his covenant, and to let ourselves
be loved and forgiven by him. They are invitations addressed to
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us, so that in this way we can serve, with a clear conscience, the
holy and faithful people of God. Our people deserve this and they
need it. The Gospel of Luke tells us that, after Jesus read the passage
from the prophet Isaiah in the presence of his townspeople and sat
down, “the eyes of all in the synagogue were fixed on him” (4:20).
The Book of Revelation also speaks to us today of eyes fixed on
Jesus. It speaks of the irresistible attraction of the crucified and
risen Lord that leads us to acknowledge and worship him: “Behold,
he is coming with the clouds, and every eye will see him, everyone
who pierced him; and all tribes of the earth will wail on account
of him. Even so. Amen!” (1:7). The ultimate grace, at the return of
the risen Lord, will be that of immediate recognition. We will see
him and his wounds. We will recognize who he is, and who we
are, as poor sinners.

“Fixing our eyes on Jesus” is a grace that we, as priests, need to
cultivate. At the end of the day, we do well to gaze upon the Lord,
and to let him gaze upon our hearts and the hearts of all those
whom we have encountered. Not as an accounting of our sins, but
as a loving act of contemplation, in which we review our day with
the eyes of Jesus, seeing its graces and gifts, and giving thanks for
all that he has done for us. But also to set before him our
temptations, so as to acknowledge them and reject them. As we
can see, this requires knowing what is pleasing to the Lord and
what it is that he is asking of us here and now, at this point in our
lives.

And perhaps, if we meet his gracious gaze, he will also help us to
show him our idols. The idols that, like Rachel, we have hidden
under the folds of our cloak (cf. Gen 31: 34-35). Allowing the
Lord to see those hidden idols - we all have them; all of us! - and
to strengthen us against them and takes away their power.

The Lord’s gaze makes us see that, through them we are really
glorifying ourselves, for there, in those spaces we mark out as
exclusively ours, the devil insinuates himself with his poison. He
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not only makes us self-complacent, giving free rein to one passion
or nurturing another, but he also leads us to replace with those
idols the presence of the divine Persons, the Father, the Son and
the Spirit who dwell within us. This happens. Even though we
might tell ourselves that we know perfectly well the difference
between God and an idol, in practice we take space away from the
Trinity in order to give it to the devil, in a kind of oblique worship.
The worship of one who quietly yet constantly listens to his talk
and consumes his products, so that in the end not even a little
corner remains for God. He is like that, he works quietly and slowly.
In another context I spoke about “educated” demons, those that
Jesus said are worse than the one who was cast out. They are
“polite”, they ring the bell, they enter and gradually take over the
house. We must be careful, these are our idols.

There is something about idols that is personal. When we fail to
unmask them, when we do not let Jesus show us that in them we
are wrongly and unnecessarily seeking ourselves, we make room
for the Evil One. We need to remember that the devil demands
that we do his will and that we serve him, but he does not always
ask us to serve him and worship him constantly; but beware, he is
a great diplomat. Receiving our worship from time to time is
enough for him to prove that he is our real master and that he can
feel like a god in our life and in our heart.

Having said that, in this Chrism Mass, I want to share with you
three spaces of hidden idolatry in which the Evil One uses our
idols to weaken us in our vocation as shepherds and, little by little,
separate us from the benevolent and loving presence of Jesus, the
Spirit and the Father.

One space of hidden idolatry opens up wherever there is spiritual
worldliness, which is “a proposal of life, a culture, a culture of the
ephemeral, of appearances, of the cosmetic”. [3] Its criterion is
triumphalism, a triumphalism without the cross. Jesus prayed that
the Father would defend us against this culture of worldliness.
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This temptation of glory without the cross runs contrary to the
very person of the Lord, it runs contrary to Jesus, who humbled
himself in the incarnation and, as a sign of contradiction, is our
sole remedy against every idol. Being poor with Christ who was
poor and “chose to be poor”: this is the mindset of Love; nothing
else. In today’s Gospel, we see how the Lord chose a simple
synagogue in the small village where he spent most of his life, to
proclaim the same message he will proclaim at the end of time,
when he will come in his glory, surrounded by angels. Our eyes
must be fixed on Christ, on the concrete reality of his history with
me, now, even as they will be then. The worldly attitude of seeking
our own glory robs us of the presence of Jesus, humble and
humiliated, the Lord who draws near to everyone, the Christ who
suffers with all who suffer, who is worshiped by our people, who
know who his true friends are. A worldly priest is nothing more
than a clericalized pagan.

A second space of hidden idolatry opens up with the kind of
pragmatism where numbers become the most important thing.
Those who cherish this hidden idol can be recognized by their
love for statistics, numbers that can depersonalize every discussion
and appeal to the majority as the definitive criterion for
discernment; this is not good. This cannot be the sole method or
criterion for the Church of Christ. Persons cannot be “numbered”,
and God does not “measure out” his gift of the Spirit (cf. Jn 3:34).
In this fascination with and love of numbers, we are really seeking
ourselves, pleased with the control offered us by this way of
thinking, unconcerned with individual faces and far from love.
One feature of the great saints is that they know how to step back
in order to leave room completely for God. This stepping back,
this forgetting of ourselves and wanting to be forgotten by everyone
else, is the mark of the Spirit, who is in some sense “faceless”, -
the Spirit is “faceless” - simply because he is completely Love,
illuminating the image of the Son and, in him, that of the Father.
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The idolatry of numbers tries to replace the person of the Holy
Spirit, who loves to keep hidden - because he is “faceless” - it tries
to make everything “apparent”, albeit in a way abstract and reduced
to numbers, without a real incarnation.

A third space of hidden idolatry, related to the second, comes from
functionalism. This can be alluring; many people “are more
enthusiastic about the roadmap than about the road”. The
functionalist mindset has short shrift for mystery; it aims at
efficiency. Little by little, this idol replaces the Father’s presence
within us. The first idol replaces the Son’s presence, the second
one the Spirit’s, and the third one the Father’s. Our Father is the
creator, but not simply a creator who makes things “function”. He
“creates” us, as our Father, with tender love, caring for his creatures
and working to make men and women ever more free.
“Functionaries” take no delight in the graces that the Spirit pours
out on his people, from which they too can “be nourished” like the
worker who earns his wage. The priest with a functionalist mindset
has his own nourishment, which is his ego. In functionalism, we
set aside the worship of the Father in the small and great matters
of our life and take pleasure in the efficiency of our own
programmes. As David did when, tempted by Satan, he insisted
on carrying out the census (cf. 1 Chron 21:1). These are the lovers
of the route plan and the itinerary, and not of the journey itself.

In these last two spaces of hidden idolatry (the pragmatism of
numbers and functionalism), we replace hope, which is the space
of encounter with God, with empirical results. This shows an
attitude of vainglory on the part of the shepherd, an attitude that
weakens the union of his people with God and forges a new idol
based on numbers and programmes: the idol of “my power, our
power”, [4] our programmes, of our numbers and pastoral plans.
Concealing these idols (as Rachel did), and not knowing how to
unmask them in our daily lives, detracts from our fidelity to our
priestly covenant and makes our personal relationship with the
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Lord become lukewarm. But what does this Bishop want? Instead
of talking about Jesus he is talking about today’s idols. Someone
can think like that…

Dear brothers, Jesus is the only “way” to avoid being mistaken in
knowing what we feel and where our heart is leading us. He is the
only way that leads to proper discernment, as we measure ourselves
against him each day. It is as if, even now, he is seated in our
parish church and tells us that today all we have heard is now
fulfilled. Jesus Christ, as a sign of contradiction – which is not
always something harsh and painful, for mercy and, even more,
tender love, are themselves signs of contradiction – Jesus Christ, I
repeat, forces these idols to show themselves, so that we can see
their presence, their roots and the ways they operate, and allow
the Lord to destroy them. This is the proposal: allow the Lord to
destroy those hidden idols. We should keep these things in mind
and be attentive, lest the weeds of these idols that we were able to
hide in the folds of our hearts may spring up anew.

I want to end by asking Saint Joseph, as the chaste father, free of
hidden idols, to liberate us from every form of possessiveness, for
possessiveness is the fertile soil in which these idols grow. May he
also obtain for us the grace to persevere in the arduous task of
discerning those idols that we all too often conceal or that conceal
themselves. Let us ask too, whenever we wonder if we might do
things better, that he intercede for us, so that the Spirit may
enlighten our judgement, even as he did when Joseph was tempted
to set Mary aside “quietly” ( lathra). In this way, with nobility of
heart, we may be able to subordinate to charity what we have
learned by law.

* * * * *
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“I HAVE GIVEN YOU AN EXAMPLE”

Lenten Sermon by Cardinal Raniero Cantalamessa, the Preacher to the
Papal Household - April 8, 2022.

Our meditation today starts with a question: Why, in the account
of the Last Supper, John does not speak of the institution of the
Eucharist, but speaks instead of the washing of the feet? And this
after he had dedicated an entire chapter of his Gospel to preparing
the disciples to eat his flesh and drink his blood!

The underlying reason is that in everything concerning Easter and
the Eucharist, John wants to emphasize the event more than the
sacrament, that is, more the meaning than its sign. For him, the
new Passover does not begin so much in the Upper Room, when
the rite that must commemorate it is instituted (we know that John’s
Last Supper is not an “Easter supper”); rather it begins on the
cross when the fact that it is to be commemorated is fulfilled. It is
at that moment that the passage from the old Passover to the new
one takes place. On the cross “they did not break his legs”, to
fulfill what was prescribed for the paschal lamb in Exodus, “not a
bone of it will be broken.” (Jn 19: 33-36; Ex 12:46).

The meaning of the washing of the feet
It is important to understand the meaning John attaches to the
washing of the feet. The recent apostolic constitution Praedicate
Evangelium mentions it in the Preamble, as the very icon of service
that must characterize all the work of the Roma Curia. It helps us
to understand how a Eucharist can be transferred into life and thus
we “imitate in life what we celebrate on the altar”. We are facing
one of those episodes (another is the episode of the piercing of the
side), in which the evangelist makes it clear that there is a mystery
underneath that goes beyond the contingent fact that could, in itself,
seem negligible.
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Jesus says, “I have given you the example”. What did he give us
the example of? How should the brothers’ feet be physically washed
every time we sit at the table? Certainly not only this! The answer
is in the Gospel: “Whoever wishes to be first among you will be
the slave of all. For the Son of Man did not come to be served but
to serve and to give his life as a ransom for many.” (Mk 10: 44-
45).

In the Gospel of Luke, precisely in the context of the Last Supper,
there is a word of Jesus that seems to have been pronounced at the
end of the washing of the feet: “Who is greater, who is at the table
or who serves? Isn’t he the one who sits at the table? Yet I am
among you as one who serves “(Lk 22:27). According to the
evangelist, Jesus said these words because a discussion had arisen
among the disciples about whom of them could be considered the
greatest (cf. Lk 22:24). Perhaps it was precisely this circumstance
that inspired Jesus to do the washing of the feet, as a kind of parable
in action. While the disciples are all busy discussing animatedly
among themselves, he silently gets up from the table, looks for a
basin of water and a towel, then goes back and kneels before Peter
to wash his feet, understandably throwing him into a great
confusion: “Lord, do you wash my feet?” (Jn 13, 6).

In the washing of the feet, Jesus wanted to summarize the whole
meaning of his life, so that it would remain well impressed in the
memory of the disciples: “What I am doing now you do not
understand, but you will understand after “(Jn 13: 7). That gesture
tells us that the whole life of Jesus, from beginning to end, was a
washing of feet, which is, serving humanity.

Before the incarnation, there is the pre-existence of Christ, after
the incarnation the pro-existence of Christ, that is, an existence
lived in favor of others. Jesus gave us the example of a life spent
for others, a life made “bread broken for the world”. With the
words: “Do you too as I did”, Jesus therefore institutes the diakonía,
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that is, service, elevating it to a fundamental law, or, better, to a
lifestyle and model of all relationships in the Church. As if he
were saying, also about the washing of the feet, what he said in
instituting the Eucharist: “Do this in memory of me!”.

A short personal remark before going on. An ancient Father, the
blessed Isaac of Nineveh, gave this advice to those who are forced,
by duty, to talk about spiritual things, which they have not yet
reached with life: “Speak about it – he said – as one who belongs
to the class of disciples and not with authority, after humbling
your soul and making yourself smaller than any of your listeners”.
This, venerable fathers, brothers and sisters, is the spirit with which
I dare to speak of service to you who live it day by day.

I remember the observation that the prefect of the Congregation
of the Faith, Cardinal Franjo Šeper, once made to us members of
the International Theological Commission: “You theologians – he
said smiling – have not finished writing something that you
immediately put your name and surname on it. We in the Curia
must do everything anonymously “. This comes closer to the nature
of evangelical service and it is a reason for me to admire and be
grateful to the many anonymous servants of the Church who work
in the Roman Curia, in the Episcopal Curias and in the Nunciatures.

But back to our theme. The doctrine of charisms is entirely oriented
to service; service appears as the soul and purpose of every charism.
Saint Paul affirms that every “particular manifestation of the Spirit”
is given “for the common good” (cf. 1 Cor 12: 7) and that the
charisms are bestowed “to make the brothers suitable to perform
the service” (diakonía) (Eph 4, 12). Even the apostle Peter,
recommending hospitality, writes: “Each one lives according to
the grace (chárisma) received, putting it at the service (diakonía)
of others” (1 Pt 4, 10). The two things – charisma and ministry,
charisma and service – always appear vitally connected to each
other. The Church is charismatic to serve!
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The spirit of service

We must closely examine the significance of “service if it is not to
remain just a mere word in our lives. In itself, service is not a
virtue; in no list of virtues or fruits of the Holy Spirit, as the New
Testament defines them (Gal 5:22), do we find the word diakonia,
service. Actually, mention is made of a service to sin (cf. Rom
6:16) or to idols (cf. 1 Cor 6:9) which is, undoubtedly, not good.
Service is neutral in itself: it indicates a way of living or a way of
relating to others in one’s work; being at the dependence of others.
It can even be negative if done under constraint (slavery), or simply
out of interest.

Service is much discussed today: everyone is in service: a
shopkeeper serves his customers; anyone who works is said to be
in service. Evidently the gospel speaks of a very different kind of
service, even if it doesn’t necessarily exclude or disqualify service
in worldly terms. The difference lies in the reason for the service
and in the inner attitude with which it is carried out.

Let us read once more the account of the washing of the feet to see
with what spirit Jesus did it and what prompted him to do it:
“Having loved his own who were in the world, he loved them to
the end” (John 13:1). Service is not a virtue but it springs from
virtue, especially from charity; actually it is the greatest expression
of the new commandment. Service is a manifestation of the agape,
or of a love that “does not insist on its own interests” (cf. 1 Cor
13:5), but on that of others; it does not consist in self-seeking but
in giving. It is, all told, participating in and imitating God’s way of
acting who, because he is “Good, all Good and the supreme Good,”
cannot but love and help us freely and disinterestedly.

This is why evangelical service, unlike that of the world, is not
recommended to those who are inferior, to the needy and the poor
but to those who have much, those in high places, the rich. Every
one to whom much is given, of him will much be required where
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service is concerned (cf. Luke 12:48). That’s why Jesus says that
in his Church, the leader must become one who serves (Luke 22:26)
and whoever is first must become the slave of all (Mark 10:44).
My professor of New Testament in Fribourg, Ceslas Spicq, used
to say that the washing of the feet is “the sacrament of Christian
authority”.

Besides gratuity, service is the expression of another aspect of
divine agape: humility. The words Jesus said, “You also ought to
wash one another’s feet,” mean: you must offer one another the
service of humble charity. Charity and humility together form
evangelical service. Jesus once said: “Learn from me for I am gentle
and humble of heart” (Matt 11:29). What had Jesus done to call
himself “humble”? Had he, perhaps, thought lowly of himself or
spoken unassumingly about himself? He had done quite the
opposite! During the actual washing of the feet he proclaimed
himself “Teacher and Lord” (cf. John 13:13).

What had he done, therefore, to call himself “humble”? He
humbled himself; he came down from heaven to serve! And from
the moment of the incarnation he continued to come down to the
point of kneeling down to wash his apostles’ feet. How the angels
must have shuddered to see the Son of God humble himself so, he
upon whom they do not even dare to look (cf. 1 Pet 1:12). The
Creator kneeling before his creatures! “Proud ashes, blush with
shame. God humbles himself and you exalt yourself!” St. Bernard
used to say to himself. Seen like this - as humbling oneself to
serve - humility is indeed a regal way of being like God and of
imitating the Eucharist in our lives.

Discernment of spirits

The fruit of this meditation should be a courageous examination
of our lives (our habits, position, schedule, distribution and use of
our time) to see if it is really a service and if love and humility are
part of it. The important thing to know is whether we are serving
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our brothers and sisters or whether, instead, they are serving our
purposes. We make others serve our purpose or we take advantage
of them, perhaps even when we are doing our utmost for them, if
we are not disinterested and are, in some way, seeking approval,
applause or the satisfaction of having a clear conscience, of being
the benefactor. The gospel requirements are extremely radical on
this point: “Do not let your left hand know what your right hand is
doing” (Matt 6:3). Everything we do “to be noticed by others” is
lost. “Christ did not please himself!” (Rom 15:3): this is the rule
of service.

To have a “discernment of spirits” or of our intentions in doing
service, we should be aware of what we do willingly and what we
do our best to shirk. We should see if our heart is ready to abandon
a noble, prestigious service, if required, for a humble unappreciated
one. The surest service we can give is that which is hidden from
the eyes of all except the Father’s, who sees into our secret hearts.
Jesus raised the washing of feet, one of the most humble acts of
his time as it was usually done by slaves, to a symbol of service.
St. Paul warns us: “Do not be haughty, but associate with the lowly”
(Rom 12:16).

The opposite to a spirit of service is the wish to domineer, the
habit to enforce our wills, our points of view and ways, on others.
In a word, authoritarianism. Often a person of tyrannical disposition
doesn’t even realize the suffering he causes and is almost amazed
at how little his “concern” and efforts are appreciated. He even
becomes the victim. Jesus told his apostles to be like “lambs among
wolves,” but such a person is like a wolf among lambs. Much of
the suffering that families and communities are often subjected to
is due to the presence of an authoritarian and despotic person who
tramples on others with nailed boots, as it were, and under the
pretext of “serving” others, actually takes advantage of them.

This “someone” might possibly well be us! If we have the slightest
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doubt about this, we should sincerely consult those we live with
and give them the opportunity to express themselves frankly. If it
results that our way of behaving makes life difficult for someone,
we should humbly accept the fact and reflect on our service.

In another way, being too attached to our habits and comfort also
goes against the spirit of service - a spirit of laxness, as it were. It
is not possible to seriously serve others if we are constantly intent
on pleasing ourselves, making an idol out of our rest, our free
time, our schedule. The rule of service is always the same: “Christ
did not please himself.”

We have seen that service is the virtue of those in charge. Jesus
left it as a treasure to the pastors of his Church. We have seen that
all the charisms are given for the purpose of service, but particularly
the charism of “pastors and teachers” (cf. Eph 4:11), the charism
of authority. The Church is “charismatic” to serve and it is also
“ministerial” to serve!

Service of the Spirit

If, for all Christians, to serve means “living no longer for
themselves” (cf. 2 Cor 5:15), for pastors it means: “not feeding
themselves”: “Ho, shepherds of Israel, who have been feeding
themselves! Should not shepherds feed the sheep? (Ezek 34:2).
Nothing appears more natural and right to people than that whoever
is lord (dominus) should “dominate,” act, as it were, as lord. But
this is not the way” for the disciples of Jesus; whoever is lord must
serve. “Not that we lord it over your faith,” writes St. Paul, “we
work with you for your joy” (2 Cor 1:24).

The Apostle Peter recommends the same thing to pastors: “Do not
dominate over those in your charge but be an example to the flock”
(cf. 1 Pet 5:3). It is not easy in pastoral ministry to avoid the
mentality of being a lord of the faith, which became part of the
concept of authority very early on. In one of the most ancient
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documents on episcopal authority (the Syriac Didascalia), we find
the idea that a bishop is like a monarch, in whose Church nothing
can be undertaken without his consent.

Where pastors are concerned and in so far as they are pastors, this
point is often the decisive factor in conversion. How strong and
sad the words Jesus uttered after the washing of the feet sound: “I,
your Lord and Master . . . !” “Jesus did not count equality with
God a thing to be grasped” (Phil 2:6), and that is to say, he wasn’t
afraid of compromising his divine dignity, of fostering people s
disrespect by disregarding his own privileges and appearing as
one among us. Jesus led a simple life; simplicity has always been
the beginning and the sign of a genuine return to the gospel. We
must imitate God’s way of acting. Nothing, Tertullian wrote, better
portrays God’s way of acting so much as the contrast between the
simplicity of the ways and means with which he works and the
magnificence of the spiritual results obtained.

The world needs a great display to act and impress, but God doesn’t.
There was a time when the dignity of bishops was seen in insignia,
titles, castles, armies. They were, so to speak, prince-bishops, and
sometimes much more prince than bishop. Today seems like a
golden time for the Church in comparison. I knew a bishop years
ago who found it natural to pass a few hours in an old people’s
home, helping them to dress and eat; he took the washing of feet
literally. Personally, I have received wonderful examples of
simplicity in my life from prelates.

It is necessary, however, to maintain a sense of evangelic freedom
on this point too. Simplicity necessitates that we do not place
ourselves above others but neither should we obstinately always
place ourselves beneath them to somehow keep our distance, but
that, in the things of ordinary routine we accept to be like others.
Manzoni makes a sharp observation when he says there are those
who have all the humility necessary when it comes to placing
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themselves beneath others but not when it is a question of being
their equals. At times, the best service is not in serving but in
accepting to be served, like Jesus who, at the right moment, knew
how to sit at table and let another wash his feet (cf. Luke 7:38) and
who willingly accepted the provisions made for him on his journeys
by the generous and loving women (Luke 8:2-3).

Where pastoral service, or pastors, are concerned we must not
forget that service to the brethren, no matter how important and
holy, is not the first or essential thing; service to God comes first.
Jesus is first and foremost the “Servant of God and then the servant
of humanity. He even reminds his parents of this when he says:
“Did you not know that I must be about my Father’s house?” (Luke
2:49). He never hesitated to delude the crowds that had gathered
to hear him and be healed of infirmities when he unexpectedly
withdrew to the wilderness to pray (cf. Luke 5:16).

Today, even evangelical service is endangered by the risk of
secularization. It can all too easily be taken for granted that all
service to humanity is God’s service. St. Paul speaks of a service
of the Spirit (diakonia Pneumatos) (2 Cor 3:8), to which the
ministers of the New Testament are destined. In pastors, the spirit
of service must be expressed in service of the Spirit!

Those, like priests, who are called by vocation to a “spiritual”
service, do not serve their brethren by doing all sorts of things for
them and then neglecting the only thing the brethren rightfully
expect from them and which only they can render. It is written
that a priest “is appointed to act on behalf of people in relation to
God” (Heb 5:1). When this problem arose for the first time in the
Church, Peter solved it like this: “It is not right that we should
give up preaching the word of God to serve tables. We will devote
ourselves to prayer and to the ministry of the Word” (Acts 6:2-4).

In fact, there are pastors who have taken up serving tables again.
They busy themselves with all sorts of problems, whether they be
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problems of money, administration or even agriculture, that exist
in their communities (even when these could quite easily be seen
to by others), and they neglect their real ministry, which cannot be
delegated. The ministry of the Word requires hours of reading,
study and prayer.

Immediately after explaining to the apostles the meaning of the
washing of the feet, Jesus said to them: “Knowing these things
you will be blessed if you do them” (Jn 13:17). We too will be
blessed, if we are not satisfied with knowing these things – namely
that the Eucharist pushes us to service and sharing -, but if we put
them into practice, possibly starting today. The Eucharist is not
only a mystery to be consecrated, received and adored, but also a
mystery to be imitated.

Before concluding, however, we must recall a truth that we have
emphasized in all our reflections on the Eucharist: namely the
action of the Holy Spirit! Let’s be careful not to reduce the gift to
duty! We have not only received the command to wash the feet
and serve our brothers and sisters: we have received the grace of
being able to do so. Service is a charisma and like all charisms it is
“a particular manifestation of the Spirit for the common good”,
says St. Paul (1 Cor 12: 7); “Each one must live according to the
gift (charisma!) received, putting it at the service of others”, adds
St. Peter (1 Pt 4:10). The gift precedes duty and makes its fulfillment
possible. This is “the good news” – the Gospel – of which the
Eucharist is the consoling daily memory.

* * * * *
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